MGH Agricultural Technologies is the proud global leader of Automated
Nesting for both the chicken and the turkey breeder Industries.
MGH has pioneered the ﬁeld with the introduction of community
slat-less nesting system for chiken breeding, which offers an innovative
and friendly nest that promotes hens’ welfare.
Nestomatic serves customers in Israel, North America,
South Africa, and Brazil.
Intensive effort, resources and R&D have allowed MGH to accumulate
its specialized poultry know-how, expertise and experience. MGH is
glad to share its unique competitive edge with our customers.
MGH Agricultural Technologies emphasizes excellent after-sale service
with visits, professional seminars, participating in future infrastructure
planning, and communicating with our clients on daily basis. That’s just
the way we are and the way we work.

Service is challenging and we love challenges!

Givat Haim Ichud, D.N Hefer, 38935 Israel.
Tel: 972-4-6369870 Fax: 972-4-6369871 Mail: service@mgh.co.il

www.mgh.co.il

NESTOMATIC
Built for the bird,
Designed by the grower

NESTOMATIC

WELFARE-FRIENDLY

Built for the bird,
Designed by the grower

Nestomatic’s specialized design creates a
pleasant environment for egg-laying.

EASIER CLEAN-OUT BETWEEN FLOCKS

A uniqe lifting system, coupled with the special
Nestomatic leg design, allows easy and efﬁcient
cleaning between ﬂocks.

PLAN AND DESIGN

The combination of Nestomatic’s ﬂexible nest
positioning with connecting units of variable
length ensures a "tailor made" planning for
each barn.
Compatible with any egg collection solution:
Internal collection table and Central conveyor

DIMENSIONS:
Total Length - 243.2cm (95.8 inches)
Total Height - 128.15cm (50.5 inches)
Total Width - 179.3cm (70.6 inches)

IMPROVED VENTILATION

Better air ﬂow promotes drier litter and cleaner
eggs, as well as improved fertility and
hatchability.

EASILY-ACCESSED NESTS

Spacious nests ensure plenty of room for the
hens to move around under optimal
conditions.

BIRD TRAINING

Our Unique leg design makes lowering and raising
the nests simple and effortless. Legs click into
place. No tools required.

